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                            Welcome

                             Ovisher Indian Restaurant & Takeaway. Located in the heart of Kidlington, Oxford. Ovisher is one of the oldest Indian restaurants in Oxfordshire; it has been proudly serving the people of Kidlington and Oxford for more than 30 years. Come along and dine in with your friends and family – you will never be disappointed! 
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                                Allergy Info

                                Do you have a food allergy OR intolerance?


                                If you have a food allergy or intolerance (or someone you're ordering for has), you MUST phone the restaurant. Do not order if you cannot get the allergy information you need.


                                
                                    CALL NOW
                                
                            

                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Collection Discounts

                                GET 10% OFF ALL COLLECTIONS OVER £15

                                NB: The discount will be auto applied to qualifying orders on checkout

                                 
							ORDER NOW 
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                            Opening Hours

                            MONDAY: 12:00-2:00PM & 5:30-11:00PM
TUESDAY: 12:00-2:00PM & 5:30-11:00PM
WEDNESDAY: 12:00-2:00PM & 5:30-11:00PM
THURSDAY: 12:00-2:00PM & 5:30-11:00PM
FRIDAY: 5:30PM-12:00AM
SATURDAY: 12:00-2:00PM & 5:30PM-12:00AM
SUNDAY: 12:00-2:00PM & 5:30-11:00PM

                            ** Please note, these may vary on Bank Holidays & Special Occasions**
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                                    STARTERS

                                     Choose from our expansive range of starters. Including Tandoori Grilled meats & freshly made samosas & Bhajis. There's something for everyone.
 EXPLORE HERE 
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                                    MAIN DISHES

                                     Pick from our wide range of dishes, including our chefs special unique dishes not found in you average Indian plus all your classics Indian curries.
 EXPLORE HERE 
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                                    Sides & SUNDRIES

                                     We offer an extensive list vegetable side dishes that can also be had as a main. With lots of Freshly cooked bread in our Tandoor breads you want to eat again & again.
 EXPLORE HERE 

                            

                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            Our Customers Say...

                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                	
                                        
                                            “Just excellent! We love this place - the food's superb and the staff are lovely. Highly recommended, you won't get a better curry in Oxfordshire!”

                                            TRIP ADVISOR REVIEW
   

                                    
	
                                        
                                            “Lovely Banquet Night. It is a pleasure to go to our local Restaurant, great food, friendly service and food is always hot, every meal we have had is amazing!”

                                            TRIP ADVISOR REVIEW
   

                                    
	
                                        
                                            “The gem in North Oxford continues to sparkle. Returned to Ovisher after a few months away on travel to find its food and service remain consistently lovely. Banquet Night is brilliant.”

                                            TRIP ADVISOR REVIEW
   

                                    
	
                                        
                                            “Great food! We have only had deliveries but they have been excellent. The food is consistently good and the right temperature to serve, no reheating! They have always arrived earlier than expected. Can't fault it!”

                                            TRIP ADVISOR REVIEW
   

                                    
	
                                        
                                            “Food was delicious! Spicy and flavorful! Plates were hot and the waiters were very friendly, funny, and helpful. I especially enjoyed the chicken Tikka madras.”

                                            GOOGLE REVIEW
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                                        Tandoori King Prawn

 £14.95
                                        Marinated in spices, very gently cooked in the oven. Served with fresh salad & yoghurt sauce

                                    

                                    
                                         ORDER
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                                        Chicken Tikka Palak

 £9.95
                                        Lightly spiced chicken tikka (OR meat balls, kufta) cooked with garlic paste and fresh spinach. Medium hot
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                                        Royal Lamb Shank
 £11.95
                                        Ovisher Bestseller! Lamb shank cooked with fresh herbs and spices in a medium hot sauce
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                                Tuesday Banquet


                                £12.95


                                 Starter + Main Dish + Side Dish + Rice/Bread
 Save up to 50% per person!
(Dine In Only, Seafood Dishes will be £3 extra)

                                 
							BOOK NOW 
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                                Special Occasion Booking


                                Thinking of booking a table for a special event?
 

                                We can cater for all occasions from Birthdays to  Work Christmas Parties...
 

                                 
							BOOK NOW 
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                            Delivery Info

                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        
                             
                                Delivery Schedule

                                We Offer Home delivery 7 Days a week
From 5:30PM each day
Last Delivery order must be 30 mins prior to closing to be accepted.

 ORDER NOW 

                        

                        
                             
                                Delivery Areas


                                Free Home Delivery up to 3 Miles
Minimum Order £15
3-10 Miles Min. Order £20-30
  Delivery Fees from 50p up to £6

 ORDER NOW 

                        

                        
                             
                                Delivery Timings


                                Average delivery time is 30-50 Mins
During busy times this can be much longer, we will confirm time on accepting your order.

 ORDER NOW 

                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            5 Star Food Hygiene
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                                 We're very proud of having achieved a 5 Star Food Hygiene Rating. Food Hygiene & Safety is very important to us & we are always striving to ensure all food storage & preparation is in line with the highest levels set by the Food Standards Agency. 

                            

                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            Follow Us

                             Make sure you follow us on social media for exclusive offers & updates. Also, if you have enjoyed a meal from us, we'd really appreciate it if you wrote us a nice review, it really does make a huge difference. 
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                                Halal

                                 We want to make sure we cater for everyone. To achieve this, our meat is Halal. Everyone can enjoy our food, safely knowing how their food is sourced. 
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                            Business Info

                            ADDRESS
11 Oxford Road
Kidlington
OX5 2BP 

                            PHONE
01865 372827


                            EMAIL
ovisher@outlook.com
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